W H I T TAKE R H EALTH
™

Designed by pL-D

REFRESHINGLY ADAPTABLE
Whittaker Health blends benches, corner seats, and sofa components together to maximize
the footprint of any space. Incorporate independent pieces to complete the ensemble.
Customize with mixed materials, arm caps, and power options to create an environment
that brings a refreshed aesthetic and welcomed solution to the health landscape.
Also shown
Occasional Table: Bloom / Pull-up Table: Bloom / Side Chair: Nate & Natty / Table: KORE
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CRAFTED FOR VERSATILITY
Elevate healthcare lounge spaces without compromising style and comfort.
Whittaker Health brings a multitude of different configurations to support patients,
families and guests. Unique details such as interior arms allow for greater flexibility.
With clean‑out being standard, Whittaker Health is the perfect solution for
today’s health spaces.
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OPTIONS, DETAILS & THOUGHT STARTERS
Please reference the price list for full statement of line.

Uniquely Modular

ARMS

Meet the needs of any
space by combining
benches with peninsula
lounges to offer a
seating arrangement that
accommodates groups
and individuals, as well as
Armless

Convenience Arm

Full Arm

Interior Arm

adding interest to a larger
lounge area.

ARM CAPS

Comfort For
Polyurethane

3D Laminate

Solid Surface
EOS Available

Wood

Friends & Family
Transform a visitor’s lounge
into an oasis of comfort by
pairing Three-Seat Corner
Peninsulas with Two-Seat

LEGS

Lounges. Interior arms
provide extra support, and
peninsulas meet in the
middle to create a light,
visual separation.

Cinder

Designer White

Chrome

Gold

Rose Gold

DETAILS
Classic Connections
Combine a Three-Seat
Corner Lounge with a
Two‑Seat Lounge to
create a classic sectional.
Partner with two Armless,
Clean-out

Contrasting Fabric

Power/USB

Corners

Peninsulas

One-Seat Lounges and a
Pairings table to establish
a beautiful waiting area
for any health lounge
application.
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